Obtaining basic knowledge of breakdowns is desirable in many fields of physics; however, often the energy absorbed by a breakdown is not known or can vary by large amounts. We have therefore investigated how processing and breakdown properties scale with available energy for two materials, Cu and Mo, in the energy range of about 1 mJ to 1 J. A central result obtained is that there appears to be an optimum energy for processing and thus the highest possible electric field a processed material can sustain without breaking down depends on energy accordingly; what this implies for radio frequency cavity processing is discussed as well. For Cu, both the local field and the field enhancement factor showed only a weak dependence on energy; the average of the local field over the entire energy range investigated was ð9:6 AE 0:4Þ GV=m at breakdown. For Mo, the local field increased with increasing energy, while the field enhancement factor remained constant at 34 AE 2. Finally, a possible explanation of the direct current (DC) processing mechanism-at least in the case of Mo-as an oxide removal process is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
In several fields of physics, it is of interest to gain a deeper understanding of electrical breakdowns in vacuum that occur amongst others in fusion devices [1] , satellite systems [2] , and future linear collider designs [3, 4] . The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) study at CERN is one of these future linear collider designs, demanding a high accelerating gradient to be feasible. Many components, especially the radio frequency (rf) accelerating cavities, must therefore withstand high surface electric fields that provoke electrical breakdowns in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). A low breakdown probability in the cavities is a key issue for the efficiency of the machine, and thus, basic breakdown studies are indispensable. To complement rf breakdown studies, two direct current (DC) setups are utilized at CERN, which allow for the investigation of breakdown properties in a simple and fast way.
Several materials have already been tested with this DC setup under the same conditions and a ranking of materials according to their ''resistance to breakdown'' has been established [5, 6] . In all these earlier DC studies, the energy available for a discharge was always about the same, corresponding to the energy contained in a typical CLIC rf pulse. However, the energy consumed by a discharge is somewhat less since part of the energy is dissipated by external circuit elements; determining this consumption is nontrivial as discharge buildup is very fast. In rf, on the other hand, the overall energy absorbed during a discharge event can be very precisely determined through incident, transmitted, and reflected pulses; only it is not known how much of this overall absorbed energy is consumed locally by the discharge and how much of it dissipates somewhere else in the cavity, e.g., through breakdown currents.
What is known, however, is that rf pulse energy has an impact on cavity performance and breakdown behavior in many ways. One way to vary rf pulse energy is to vary the pulse length ; by doing so, the accelerating gradient E that can be achieved while keeping the breakdown probability constant goes down as E $ À1=6 [7, 8] . On the other hand, power flow alone does not seem to explain and predict cavity performance satisfyingly; it requires a certain combination of the real (active) and imaginary (reactive) parts of power flow, the so-called ''modified Poynting vector'' [8] , to explain performance. Also, it is known that the pulsed heating of the cavity surface caused by the rf magnetic field has a strong influence on breakdown probability and therefore cavity performance [9] . In addition, in tests at the Next Linear Collider Test Accelerator, longer, higher group velocity traveling wave cavities achieved a lower accelerating gradient and received a bigger phase shift during processing. It was suggested that the degraded performance of these cavities is due to more energy being absorbed in an individual breakdown [10] [11] [12] . Motivated by all these facts whose underlying physics is not yet understood, we have examined with the aid of the DC setup how different material properties scale with the energy available for breakdown.
We will show results for two materials, Cu and Mo, which are the most interesting ones for CLIC and behave in many respects complementary with regard to their breakdown properties. After a detailed description of our measurement methods (Sec. II), we will present for both materials (i) the processing behavior (Sec. III A); (ii) the scaling of breakdown field, field enhancement factor, and local field (Sec. III B) as a function of energy; as well as (iii) the evolution of spot diameter with repeated breakdowns on the same spot (Sec. III C). Finally, we will propose a possible explanation for the processing of materials (Sec. III C) and add concluding remarks (Sec. IV).
II. METHODS
The DC spark setups are described in full detail in [13] , we shall highlight here only the essential features of the setups. Figure 1 shows the schematics of the electric circuit used. Discharges are generated between the anode and the cathode under UHV conditions. The anode is a hemispherical tip with a diameter of 2.3 mm; the cathode is a 2 mm thick, rectangular, planar sample (Fig. 2) . The electrodes are made of the same material. The electric field required for breakdown is usually of the order of 100 MV=m [6] . Using a 15 kV high voltage power supply, the typical gap spacing d between the electrodes is around 20 m. As the gap distance is small compared to the radius of the tip, the high electric field is concentrated to a well-defined region where both electrodes can be approximated with two parallel planes, so the external electric field in this region is approximately homogeneous as well. The zero point of the gap distance is measured by the electrodes going into electric contact; depending on the material, this may slightly modify the electrode surfaces. The desired gap is then obtained by retracting the anode with the aid of a fine adjustment mechanism.
For the results presented here, the field enhancement factor and the breakdown field E b have been measured alternately. To determine the breakdown field, the voltage V is ramped up stepwise, until a discharge occurs. The breakdown field is then the last value of external electric field before the breakdown. By measuring E b repeatedly on the same spot, some materials exhibit conditioning (e.g., Mo [6] ), and some deconditioning (e.g., Cu [14] ). Conditioning or deconditioning, that is, processing means that after a certain amount of sparks, E b is higher or lower, respectively, than measured on a virgin surface. Thus, we define the saturated field E sat as the average breakdown field reached after the processing phase. This saturated field can be compared to accelerating gradients reached at a given breakdown probability in rf structures by taking into account that the saturated field corresponds to a breakdown probability of about 10 À2 [6] .
The field enhancement factor describes by what factor the external field E ext is enhanced locally at the cathode surface. This enhanced field gives rise to field emission from the cathode and we call it the local field E loc ¼ E ext . E loc cannot be directly measured and is therefore derived from the E b of a given breakdown and the measured prior to it. We determine through a so-called ''field FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. During field emission measurements (path labeled with ''FE''), the switches S1 and S4 are closed. During breakdown field measurements (path labeled with ''BD''), first S2 is closed to charge C 1 , then switches S3 and S5 are closed, while all other switches are open; thus, the circuit consists of C 1 storing the energy, R ext ¼ 25 limiting the overshoot voltage (and as a consequence, limiting the current during breakdown as well), the overshoot capacitor C 2 , and the discharge gap. emission scan.'' During such a scan, the electron field emission current is measured and the corresponding current density j FE is deduced as a function of external field. is then determined by a least-squares fit to the FowlerNordheim (FN) equation [15] [16] [17] [18] 
where " 0 is the permittivity of vacuum. The constants a FN and b FN stand for
when ½j FN ¼ A=m 2 , ½E loc ¼ V=m and ½ ¼ eV, and where @ is the reduced Planck constant and m e the electron mass. The Wang and Loew approximation [20] has been used for the elliptic functions tðyÞ and vðyÞ, setting tðyÞ ¼ 1 and vðyÞ ¼ 0:956-1:062y 2 . To measure the breakdown field, first the main external capacitor C 1 is charged to a given voltage, with the switch S2 closed and other switches open (cf. Fig. 1 ). When the capacitor is fully charged, the power supply is disconnected by opening S2. Then S3 and S5 are closed for 2 s, during which a breakdown can occur. This time is sufficiently long as breakdowns usually occur during the first few s-ms [14] . In addition, an overshoot capacitor C 2 ¼ 0:167 nF has been used, which is small compared to C 1 , that is varied in order to study energy dependence. However, through the presence of C 2 , the voltage over the discharge gap will be not exactly the charging voltage, but is influenced by the ratio C 2 =C 1 . All measurement data presented here take this into account.
Since the main objective of the present paper is to explore the change of breakdown properties as a function of energy available for breakdown, some details regarding this energy have to be pointed out. The energy stored in the external capacitor is W ¼ 1 2 C 1 V 2 , where V is the charging voltage over the discharge gap. The external field applied to the discharge gap is E ext ¼ V=d, where d is the gap distance. The energy dependence is probed by changing C 1 . However, the correlation between C 1 dependence and energy dependence is not simply linear: Even with a given C 1 , the energy available for a breakdown may vary with the breakdown field (and corresponding V) achieved; in addition, the breakdown field itself may depend on W (investigated in Secs. III B 1 and III B 2).
It should be emphasized as well that the energy available for a breakdown is not necessarily the same as the energy consumed by a breakdown: Part of the energy is dissipated in other circuit elements. Ideally, the energy consumed could be determined by measuring the currentvoltage characteristic of the breakdown. At the present, however, the measurement system has resonances in the $10-100 MHz regime that restrain us from measuring the current-voltage characteristics reliably. Typical currentvoltage characteristics in the low and high energy regimes are shown in Fig. 3 . Based on the current signal, the total duration of the arc ranges from 0.5 to 2 s in low and high energy regimes, respectively; corresponding peak currents range from 40-80 A to 100-120 A. Even though a precise measurement of consumed energy is currently not possible with our system that is resonant on the time scale of the discharge, it is reasonable to assume that more energy (2011) 101003-3 available will result in more energy consumed by the arc. The exact dependence between energy available and consumed is yet to be determined, both in DC and rf cases. Thus in this article, given the relevance of results for rf breakdown studies, we present all our data as a function of available energy. In our measurements, the following capacitances have been used for C 1 : 0.56, 2, 15, 27.5, and 60 nF, corresponding to an energy range of about 5 to 240 mJ for Cu and about 10 to 1100 mJ for Mo (in all earlier measurements the ''standard'' capacitance used was 27.5 nF). Lowering the external capacitance further is beyond the means of the present experimental setup, because the external capacitance would start to be comparable with the overall internal system capacitance (which is due to cables, etc.; for further details, see Sec. IV).
The materials tested are Cu (OFE, UNS C10100) and Mo (99.95% purity). All samples were cleaned according to the CERN standard procedure [21] . Several samples with different surface treatments have been prepared. These are summarized in Table I . To study the energy dependence of breakdown properties, only one sample of each material has been used; the sample-to-sample reproducibility of measurements has been demonstrated earlier over many years of testing with the DC setup [5, 6] . All tests have been carried out with virgin cathodes, but processed (sparked) anodes.
Concerning error estimates presented in this paper, we note that we have consequently used the standard error instead of the standard deviation to estimate the uncertainty of our data. This choice was motivated by previous measurement results with the DC setup, which have shown that even though E b varies much in a processing curve, when measuring breakdown probability as a function of electric field (not presented in this paper), a change of about 10-15 MV=m [6, 14] translates to an order of magnitude difference in breakdown probability. Since the E sat of a processing curve corresponds to a breakdown probability of about 10 À2 [6] , it is reasonable to assume that we can measure E sat rather accurately. Hence, a more realistic error estimate for E sat is given by the standard error, which takes into account the large amount of statistics collected in a processing curve.
III. RESULTS

A. Processing
The processing behavior of Cu and Mo for high energy sparks ($ 0:1-1 J) is known from previous measurements [5, 6] . Typical processing curves for these cases are shown in Fig. 4 . In general, Mo exhibits a long conditioning (30-50 breakdowns), while Cu rather deconditions and does this almost immediately ($ 2-10 breakdowns). Because of fluctuations, it may sometimes appear as if one could not exclude a very slow conditioning of Cu either [cf. Fig. 5(a) ]. However, previous measurements with 300 and more breakdowns per processing curve showed that E sat remains constant, confirming that the processing period of Cu is short [6] . In addition, experiments on thermally oxidized Cu resulted in a longer processing phase (up to 20-30 breakdowns for a * 15 nm thick oxide layer), showing clearly that Cu deconditions [6] . Concerning the energy dependency of the processing behavior, for both materials the length of the processing phase as well as the tendency of processing (conditioning or deconditioning) remained unchanged at lower energies (see Fig. 5 ).
To further investigate the processing of Mo, in some cases also high energy preprocessing was performed, in analogy to high peak power processing of superconducting cavities [22] . High energy preprocessing means that the processing was performed first with the standard capacitance (27.5 nF) for the first 40 sparks, and then a lower capacitance (2 nF) was used to measure E sat . Performing the usual processing with only the lower capacitance throughout all the processing curve results in E sat ¼ ð290 AE 20Þ MV=m. By applying high energy preprocessing a much higher field is reached, E sat ¼ ð400 AE 30Þ MV=m. Note that both these values are averages over several independent measurements; the errors represent the accumulated error of the standard error of 2-3 independent measurement series and the average standard error of data points per series. The result indicates that the surface can be conditioned more efficiently if the energy available for breakdown during the processing phase is suitably chosen, which could be most interesting for the often timeconsuming processing of rf cavities as well.
B. Scaling of breakdown properties with energy 1. Cu
The breakdown properties (field enhancement factor, saturated, and local field) of Cu as a function of energy are shown in Fig. 6 . The diameter of the damaged area (spot) has been studied as well, both as a function of energy and number of sparks. For a typical $100-200 sparks applied per spot, the dependence of spot diameter with energy is shown in Fig. 6(d) . Naturally, the spot size is increasing with increasing energy. Note that, in this range, the spot diameter does not depend on the total number of sparks; this will be further discussed in Sec. III C.
The saturated field is seen to decrease with increasing energy [ Fig. 6(a) ]; however, this tendency might be saturating with the highest capacitance, 60 nF. The decrease in saturated field is attributed to the fact that Cu always deconditions, implying that the higher the energy, the more effective the deconditioning is. With about 90-240 mJ energy available, deconditioning reaches its maximum efficiency within the investigated range.
The dependence of the field enhancement factor [ Fig. 6(b) ] and the local field [ Fig. 6(c) ] on energy, if there is any, is very weak, given that an energy range spanning 2 orders of magnitude has been investigated. Both in theory [23] and earlier experiments with C 1 ¼ 27:5 nF [14] , it has been observed for Cu that one requirement for breakdown to occur is to reach a critical local field of 10-11 GV=m. Calculating now the average of the local field over the entire energy range of Fig. 6(c) , we arrive at ð9:6 AE 0:4Þ GV=m. This result suggests that earlier observations of a constant local field for Cu can be extended to the newly investigated energy range, meaning also that if E sat is lower for higher energies, field emitters having higher would need to be created in order to reach breakdown.
The surface damage caused by breakdowns in the low and high energy regimes has been observed qualitatively with the aid of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), see Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Only the cathode damage has been investigated, since earlier measurements have shown that breakdown properties depend solely on the material of the cathode and the related cathodic processes [6] . At first glance, deep craters and fingerlike structures originating from large molten droplets (clusters) sputtered from the cathode seem to be exceedingly present for breakdowns produced with the largest capacitances [ Fig. 7(b) ], suggesting that the more the deposited energy is lowered, the shallower craters are and the less fingerlike structures are seen. However, in order to compare the surface damage in the low and high energy regimes caused by the same dose per area (particle and energy flux), we have magnified the low energy regime image by a factor of ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi E h =E l p
, where E h and E l is the impact energy of high and low energy regime images, respectively. The magnified image [ Fig. 7(c) ] supports at least visually self-similarity to Fig. 7(b) , suggesting that the higher the energy is, the deeper the breakdown-caused surface damage, and as a consequence, the more efficient oxide removal processing would be. A combined atomic force microscopy and SEM observation of low and high energy regime craters would be needed to prove self-similarity also quantitatively.
Mo
The same breakdown properties as for Cu have been investigated for Mo as well, with the same capacitances (0.56, 2, 15, 27.5, and 60 nF). Results are shown in Fig. 8 . Compared to Cu, the energy range investigated for Mo is somewhat shifted to higher values, which is due to the higher E sat of Mo (and therefore, higher applied voltages).
The spot diameter exhibits a similar scaling with energy as it did in the case of Cu, growing from $600-1100 m over the measured energy range. The breakdown-caused surface damage has been observed with SEM also for Mo in the different energy regimes, see Fig. 9 ; however, the resolution of the analysis was insufficient to compare the damage caused by the same flux. The saturated field of Mo [ Fig. 8(a) ] shows a clear trend of increase with increasing energy, with the increase becoming less clear around 850-1100 mJ. This trend, although being opposite, is analogous to the scaling of the saturated field for Cu, when interpreted in terms of a more efficient processing with more energy available; it suggests that for a particular material and a given breakdown probability there is always an ''optimum energy'' at which the highest possible saturated field in DC or accelerating gradient in rf can be reached. Contrary to Cu, for Mo it is the field enhancement factor [ Fig. 8(b) ] that can be interpreted as a constant over the energy range investigated. The overall average field enhancement factor is 34 AE 2. Thus, the local field of Mo [ Fig. 8(c) ] does not remain constant, but follows the same trend as the saturated field does.
As it can be concluded from the presented experimental data on Mo and Cu, the processing behavior and the energy dependence are material dependent. The facts that the material exhibiting deconditioning during processing (Cu) shows a decrease of E sat as a function of energy and that the material exhibiting conditioning (Mo) shows an increase of E sat as a function of energy, indicate a correlation between the processing behavior and the energy dependence of E sat ; the E sat that can be reached on a given material would then depend on the energy available for surface processing. A somewhat similar effect in rf technology is that higher group velocity structures require in general more input power, and thus for the same pulse length and breakdown probability the surface fields reached are lower [8, 24] .
C. Evolution of spot diameter
Since the processing phase seems to play such a central role in how different quantities develop, we took also a closer look at the development of the spot diameter during the processing phase of Mo, which is about 40 sparks. We investigated the damage caused by 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40 sparks, where each spot was created on a new, undamaged area. Another motivation for inspecting spot size evolution more closely was the fact that, in the range of 100-250 sparks, the spot sizes presented in Sec. III B turned out to be independent of the number of sparks, implying that the final spot sizes would have to develop during the first few sparks of the processing curve. All measurements were carried out with the standard capacitance, C 1 ¼ 27:5 nF. Two Mo samples with different surface treatments-both electropolished and one subsequently heat treated-have been tested (cf. Table I ). The heat treatment above 1000 C was known from previous measurements to remove the oxide layer almost fully and reduce the length of the processing phase accordingly [6, 25] . This was confirmed also by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS): The oxide layer on the heat treated sample was completely removed, but also in the case of the purely electropolished sample, the oxide layer was significantly reduced compared to the ''as received'' sample [26] . Correspondingly, for neither of the samples a processing could be observed, and E sat was reached immediately.
The typical spot size development of Mo is presented in Fig. 10 and is visualized with SEM photographs shown in Table II . The full spot diameter of $1100 m-an estimate based on an empirical fit of the form $a½1À expðÀx=bÞ-is achieved regardless of the sample preparation in about 40-50 sparks only, and is well in accordance with the value seen in Fig. 8(d) . Note that, in some cases, already the first spark can leave traces that spread over the whole of the final damaged area, although these traces do not form a continuous spot of damage. This is due to the fact that the final spot diameter is determined by the geometry of the anode: Only the approximately flat, eroded part of the anode will create a high electric field region between the anode and the cathode, where initial field emission can take place. An anode with a larger diameter would create broader spots under the present experimental conditions. To summarize our observations for Mo, we can state that (i) regardless of the surface treatment, the spot size grows during the typical processing phase of Mo and then saturates; at the same time, (ii) the oxide-free Mo does not exhibit processing, while the breakdown field of the oxidized Mo steadily grows as the spot size evolves. This might be because some unsparked, oxide covered areas are still present within the area of the final spot. When the oxide is removed from the entire spot area and the final spot size is reached, also the breakdown field saturates. Therefore, Mo conditions within 30-50 sparks. Thus, we propose a model for the DC processing.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section, some peculiarities and limitations of the measurement system, the ''DC setup,'' and some of the results shall be discussed before final conclusions are drawn.
A. Energy range limitations
One matter of importance is to determine what is the lowest external capacitance C 1 providing reliable results. A rough order of magnitude estimate of the overall system stray capacitance gives about 0.1-1 nF. Therefore, additional experiments have been carried out with C 1 ¼ 0:1 and 0.01 nF-corresponding to the order of 0.1-1 mJ-for both materials. In these cases, large oscillations originating from the system capacitance appeared on the discharge current signal and all measured breakdown properties ðE sat ; ; E loc Þ gave the same values as the measurements with C 1 ¼ 0:56 nF. Both these facts assured us of where exactly the limitations in capacitance lay and that the measurements with C 1 ! 0:56 nF give reliable results.
B. Measuring the field enhancement factor
In the Fowler-Nordheim equation [Eq. (1)], the field enhancement factor was originally introduced as a constant, which is valid for any ðj FE ; E ext Þ in the range where the Fowler-Nordheim equation is applicable. In earlier experiments [14] , however, we made the following observations on Cu: The repetitive application of an external electric field without producing breakdowns can (i) lead to a slow but steady growth of if the electric field is high enough; also, (ii) it can lead to the decrease of if the electric field is somewhat lower, e.g., through the ''relaxation'' of nanoscale surface features [27] , through changes in the work function, etc. These results suggest that, in fact, would not be a constant at all, but dynamically evolving, ¼ ðE ext Þ. A possible explanation for this dependency is that surface charge would constantly redistribute through the repetitive application of E ext , which in turn could facilitate the growth or relaxation of certain surface features.
In light of the above reasoning, if were a function of E ext , this would have two consequences for the measurements. First, since is determined through the application of an electric field, the measurement itself could alter the outcome of the measurement. Second, the measured may not necessarily be the same as the at the moment the breakdown starts, since measurements of and E sat are carried out separately, with different electric field values and the voltage is even switched off in-between the two [28] . As often the primary interest in and E loc derived from it lays in the surveying of the conditions prevailing at the cathode at the moment of breakdown initiation, strictly speaking, these conditions are not accessible with the present experimental setup. Finally, it should be pointed out that the change of C 1 (energy available) does not affect the electric circuit during measurements (cf. Fig. 1 ). If we then argued that does scale with energy for Cu (cf. Sec. III B 1), this dependency of on energy could only be interpreted as a consequence of low and high energy breakdowns influencing the evolution of in a different way. Several factors could play a role here: As measurements indicated, the surface can evolve differently (cf. Fig. 7 ), the efficiency of processing can be different (cf. Sec. III B 1), etc.
C. Energy scaling trends and their interpretation
To summarize the results obtained in Sec. III B, below we compare the energy scaling trends of Cu and Mo.
(i) The E sat of Cu decreases with increasing energy by 40% over the energy range 5-90 mJ [ Fig. 6(a) ], while the E sat of Mo increases by 38% over the range 10-850 mJ [ Fig. 8(a) ]. Both these trends have been attributed to the increasing efficiency of processing with more energy available for breakdown (cf. Sec. III C).
(ii) Concerning and the E loc associated with it, the trends for Cu and Mo differ. For Cu, increases with increasing energy by 60% over the range 5-90 mJ [ Fig. 6(b) ], while E loc remains constant within a relative overall variation of AE13% and a relative standard error of 6% [ Fig. 6(c) ]. For Mo, it is E loc that increases by 26% over the range 10-1100 mJ [ Fig. 8(c) ], while remains constant within a relative overall variation of AE12% and a relative standard error of 4% [ Fig. 8(b) ]. Why E loc should be so stable for Cu while varying for
Mo remains yet open; but given that E loc determines the field emission prior to plasma buildup, the result suggests that the breakdown initiation mechanism may intrinsically be different for the two materials as a function of energy.
D. Correlation between DC and rf energy dependency
As a result of many years of Cu rf accelerating structure testing for linear colliders, the dependency of the accelerating gradient E on the pulse length at a constant breakdown probability was established to be E $ À1=6 [7, 8] , as mentioned already in the Introduction. To see whether this dependency translates also to the DC case, we examined the scaling of E sat for Cu [ Fig. 6(a) ] more carefully.
Since E sat corresponds to a constant breakdown probability of about 10 À2 [6] , and assuming that the dependency observed in rf testing is valid also in DC experiments, we can state that E $ E sat $ À1=6 . Now just as in DC the energy available for breakdown W scales with both the capacitance C 1 and the charging voltage V as W $ C 1 V 2 $ C 1 E 2 sat , also in rf the energy stored in a pulse scales with both the pulse length and the voltage V as W $ V 2 $ E 2 . Therefore the dependency E $ À1=6 observed in rf translates to E sat $ W À1=4 in DC, which is fitted to the data in Fig. 11 . Although the presented rf scaling law describes the DC data well, we note that the DC data is insufficient to draw any conclusions on the exact exponent of the energy dependence of the Cu saturated field.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the work presented, we have investigated how the processing and breakdown properties of Cu and Mo scale with the energy available for breakdown using energies in the range of about 5 to 240 mJ for Cu and about 10 to 1100 mJ for Mo. The electric field the material can sustain after processing (saturated field) is decreasing for Cu and increasing for Mo as a function of increasing energy. For Cu, the dependency of the local field causing field emission and the field enhancement factor on energy was very weak; the local field remained approximately constant with an average of ð9:6 AE 0:4Þ GV=m. For Mo, the field enhancement factor remained constant at 34 AE 2 over the entire range investigated, and thus the local field showed the same trend as the saturated field. In the case of Cu, the constancy of the local field suggests that the local field might be an exclusively material dependent parameter characterizing how ''resistant'' the material is to breakdowns.
Concerning the processing properties of Mo, the processing speed was found to be depending on surface treatment, especially the surface oxide layer. For both FIG. 11 . Correlation between DC and rf energy dependency. The DC measurement points have been fitted to the behavior E sat $ W À1=4 that is expected based on rf experiments.
Cu and Mo, the processing speed was independent of energy. However, the energy dependence of the saturated field and Mo high energy preprocessing tests led to the conclusion that processing was more effective at higher energies. Furthermore, we have shown that the DC processing mechanism-at least for Mo-is related to surface oxide layer removal in the course of spot (damaged area) growth. As a consequence, processing speed appears to depend on the area of the surface damage caused by one breakdown, and is therefore affected by the spot growth speed and the surface treatment: No processing occurred when there was no oxide layer initially. On the other hand, the efficiency of processing depends on the depth of surface damage and how much oxide can be removed, which was suggested also by the analysis of the surface morphology of damaged areas processed at different energies.
